STRICTS V & VI HONOR SCHRODER

[. A. Schroder was honored by Blue Cross Districts
/I at their annual district meeting September 18-20
Key Biscayne Hotel. Due to his retirement next
this was the last district meeting he would be at-
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as presented with a sterling silver wine cooler en
with signatures of Executive Plan Directors from
�ton, D. C., Maryland, the Virginias, the Carolinas,
, Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, Kentucky, Ten
.nd Puerto Rico.
nscription on the cooler read as follows: "Presented
·y A. Schroder - September 18, 1969 - by Districts
. In appreciation for your pioneering leadership in
health care."
,chroder also re�eived a laminated plaque from his
1e friend Dr. Frank S. Groner, Past President
m Hospital Association, and American College of
l Administrators. A portion of the message on the
read: ". . . for his dedicated services in behalf of
e Cross and Blue Shield movement in our country
·ticularly in the State of Florida."
honored at the meeting were other retiring heads
1s: Arturo LaCruz ·(Puerto Rico), T. B. Bennett
ana), and D. Layne Tynes (Kentucky).
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The plaque has a special place in the Schroders' home wit:h other mementos close
to his heart. A photograph of their son, Donald, is shown alongside the plaque and,
like his father, Donald is actively engaged in the health field in Florida. He is the
Administrator of Mease Hospital and Clinic, Dunedin, cind Past President of the
Florida Hospital Associat'ion.
The wine cooler is an attractive addition to their home, prominently displayed in
their living room.

Suggestion Program Has Birthday
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EMPLOYEES SHARE
CHRISTMAS EARLY

Published monthly for the employees,

Enough gifts were donated by Jacksonville employees to
fill 38 individual boxes for servicemen in Vietnam. Thelma
Johnson, fifth floor headquarters employee, was instrumen
tal in bringing enough gifts herself and from neighbors to
go with those of her co-workers to fill 14 boxes on that
floor alone. She squeezed as many as 50 items in one box!

their families, and friends of
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REPORTERS
First Floor ............................ George McKinnon
Second Floor ............................ Gayle Ogletree,
Dove Hazlehurst

In addition to Janice Brinck
erhoff ( Building Services) pic
tured on the front cover, two
other employees who arrived at
work on October 10 "bearing
gifts" for servicemen in Viet
nam were Moy Street recep
tionist Dot Brooks, left, and
Public R e I a t i o n s secretory
Sharon Ivey.

Third Floor .................................... Lindo Porker
Fourth Floor ................................ Tommie, Curry
Fifth Floor ........................................ Ann Goble
Seventh Floor .................................... Elaine Sills
Eighth Floor ................................ Eugene White
Ninth Floor .................................... Anne Pringle
Tenth Floor .................................... Moe Hodges
Universal Morion Bldg......... Henry Zittrower,
Martha Zipperer,
Pat McCall
Sandi Hill

Member
Northeast Florida Industrial
Editors Association
Southern Council of Industrial
Editors
® Registered service mark of the American
Hospita I ization Association
® Registered service mark of the National
Association of Blue Shield Plans

As gifts poured in, Employees Club officers Ron Fisher, left, Judy
Cox and Jim Guthrie began pockfog chewing gum, books, popcorn,
ploying cards, soap, toothpaste, etc. Club Vice President Henry Hol
comb along with Judy Hayword, Sharon Cruce, Jeanne, Sikes and Johnny
Wells pocked the majority of boxes on the last day, Halloween. Henry
then delivered the, gift packages to the Military Order of the Purple
Heart for shipment to hospitalized servicemen in Vietnam for "a Christ
mas away from home."

END OF AN ERA
By 1975, the ·health care industry is expected to be
the nation's largest in terms of expenditures and
employees, according to government projections. At
that time, there will be 5.3 million men and women
working in the health field, and the national health
bill will probably reach a high of $94 billion. Today
health care ranks third in workers after agriculture
and construction.
The era of apology is over in hospital personnel
offices.
They have to_ compete in the open market for em
ployees at going rates, and reflect those going pay
rates in charges to patients. Hence, the rapid rise in
hospital charges.
"Help Wanted" sections in any metropolitan news
paper shows dozens of positions open, despite the fact
that nearly every advertisement carries a line like
"excellent salary and benefits."
The problem is not just money. Hospitals have
found that they must pay the minimum wage and
must continually adjust salaries upward-especially
for professional workers like nurses, technicians, etc.
If only to keep the employees they already have.
The problem is more acutely how to get employees.
Never has the job market been tighter. Never have
certain skills been in such short supply.
Take nurses. The almost-overnight emergence of
the skilled nursing home called an "extended care
facility" put a premium on nursing skills. Medicare
pushed the ECF to round-the-clock registered nurses.
Likewise, Medicare had another significant impact

on nursing: It made home health care a coast
"health insurance" benefit for the first time in
and that breakthrough has brought a series oJ
care benefits under private health insuranc
trend seems well established both in home c,
in extended care because the auto workers "'
first to have ECF benefits on an industryw.ic
starting September, 1966, four months befo
Medicare covered such service. The dema
nurses will follow that trend line, and nurs
will follow that demandline.
But hospitals' help-wanted advertising co,
full spectrum: from typists to private sec1
from aides to RN's, from laundry workers to
engineers, from admitting clerks to X-ray tech
In practically none of these job classificatic
the hospital, nor even the health industry total
the market to itself. An X-ray technician can a
he employed in industrial work as in health; a •
worker can as readily press linen shirts at <
town dry-cleaning establishment as linens for
pital; a nurse's talents can be plied in a school
or a hospital, depending on how well the opp,
is promoted.
Hospitals have obviously made up their n
fight it out for good employees. The ones tht
they intend to keep by rewarding them with 1
fringes; the ones they need yet, they seem det<
to attract through hard-hitting advertisements
The era of apology is over.

COUNTTHENANYBLESIINGSIN

TSTANDING COVERAGE.
W RATES

■ ■

Lewis S. Cossette, District Manager of the Jackson
,ocial Security Administration office, submitted the
:ng letter which was published in the August 10, 1969,
)' Times-Union. It is highly complimentary of the
ffe program and is reproduced here for readers' ins:
mother passed away last July at the age of ninety nine
rter a long and costly illness. We have always been
ent and aware of the 'rainy day' but as you know,
s and inflationary prices of the present make deep
s into the savings of the elderly.
ewhat tardily, due to my own illness and fatigue
.er passing, I am writing to express my wholehearted
ement of Medic.are, Parts A and B. From experience,
,ay without reservation that the help which Medicare
is almost inestimable. Hospital and nursing home
s, home health aid, partial payment for ambulance
, rental of hospital bed and other sick room necessi
id help in the payment of doctor's fees, make Medi
ri insurance that is outstanding in coverage and low
iaps you might use this recommendation to encourage
fJho are doubtful and have failed to enroll.
Sincerely,"

MEDI-DIGEST
w York) -A new machine enabling the blind to
nything set in ordinary type eventually may cost no
han "an expensive TV set," according to Time. The
e, battery-operated device reflects an enlarged image
1 letter onto light-sensitive transistors, which cause
p of pins to vibrate in an outline identical to that
printed letter. By lightly fingering the pins, says
a blind person can "read" the letter.
(Blue Cross Digest, September 17, 1969)

LETTERS ••• WE GET LETTERS •••
Personnel Department and Public Relations Department
efforts to create a good image for Blue Cross and Blue
Shield by assisting educators, students and business groups
pay off in more ways than one.
The following letters are more than adequate thanks for
any time spent in helping outside groups to become ac
quainted with our methods of business operations and pro
moting good will to the people of Florida.
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THER AND DAUGHTER
( "THANKS"
a Acklen and her daughter, Seena Catherine, wish
ess their thanks to all the Medicare B employees in
1iversal Marion Building "who were so kind and
tful" during the passing of their husband and father,
E. Acklen.
, also extended special thanks to all the people who
·d the services.
ributions were received fror,1 Medicare B employees
floors to assist the Acklens with large medical ex
incurred during Mr. Acklen's lengthy illness.
Acklen is a claims examiner on the seventh floor,
r daughter is employed in the telephone WATS area
sixth floor.
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An Unknown Employee Benefit
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IT'S THERE WHEN YOU NEED IT

In the September and October issues of PROFILE, you
read about employee fringe benefits, with particular empha
sis on our vacation and retirement policies.
Another benefit which each of us hopes we will never
need to use, but of which we should be aware, is our dis
ability retirement program.
Like the retirement program, disability benefits are pro
vided at no cost to employees. This is a supplementary
retirement program in the event you become totally and
permanently disabled prior to becoming eligible for regular
retirement benefits. Employees are eligible to participate in
this program after five or more years of continuous em
ployment with Blue Cross and Blue Shield.
Benefit payments begin six months after disability upon
proof that the disability is total and permanent, in an
amount based upon a percentage of your regular monthly
salary.
Presently three Blue Cross and Blue Shield employees
are receiving disability retirement checks: Mrs. Sara Cox,
West Point, Georgia; Mr. Paul Graefe, St. Pe:ersburg; and
Mrs. Geneva Rogers, Jacksonville.
After a five year absence, Mrs. Cox returned to Jackson
ville the first week of October and paid a visit to her
many friends at headquarters. She has been living in West
Point for the past eight years where she resides with two
sisters and a brother-in-law.
Mrs. Cox retired with a dis
ability from the Army in 1945
as an R.N., and nine years later
came to work for Blue Cross
and Blue Shield. In 1961 it
became necessary for her to
take disability retirement at the
age of 46. Her first task was
to learn coding, for a year she
was a final approval clerk in
Blue Shield, and for the next
five years she was a supervisor
of that section. The balance of
the time she reviewed Blue
Mrs. Sara Cox and H. A. Shield claims that had no set
Schroder token during her recent fee and prepared others for re
visit to headquarters.
view by the Claims Committee.
She enjoys cooking and does a great deal of monogram
ming at her home in Georgia.
Commenting on her visit to the office on October 6, she
told Mr. H. A. Schroder, "I s:ill consider this my home
away from home." A recent letter from her states she
"looks forward to receiving PROFILE with its news of
progress and activities of old and new friends."

•

Paul Graefe retired with disability coverage in May,
1967, when he was hospitalized with multiple sclerosis. He
was employed in August, 1959, as an enrollment represen�
ative in St. Petersburg where he and his family presently
live.
Paul's recent letter states: "My family and I thank the

Mr. Poul Graefe with daughters Ruth, left, and
Ruth's graduation from high school this post June.

Cathy, token at

good Lord for the thoughtfulness of Florida Blue Cross &
Blue Shield in providing the disability retirement program
as an employee benefit. I know that my family would have
had to do without a lot if we had to depend on Social
Security alone.
"It is regrettable that a person does not realize the value
of employee benefits such as this until he's unfortunate
enough to need it. Mere words cannot express my thank
fulness that I became a part of such a fine organization
and my sincere appreciation of all that they have done
for me."

•

Mrs. Geneva Rogers is the third employee on disability
retirement. Hired as a temporary employee in June, 1956,
while at!ending Jones Business College, she became perma
nent six months later in the Subscribers Service Depart
ment. Three years later she was transferred to Direct Pay
and shortly thereafter was promoted to Section Leader.
Mrs. Rogers handled teletype and Wes�ern Union messages,
"which I considered my most interesting job," she wrote.
She was hospitalized several times during the early part
of 1967 with a leg ailment. She spent two months in the
Oschner Foundation Hospital in New Orleans and was never
able to return to work after September 14, 1967.
Mrs. Rogers writes she still
has all her service pins includ
ing her ten year pin and en
graved desk pen set. Her hobby
is reading and taking care of
her tropical fish aquarium. Her
two dogs, a registered German
Shepard and an adorable Chi
huahua named Gemini 8 are
much company for her. She
.. acquired "Gem" just before
that historic flight, thus the
name.
Mrs. Rogers writes: "I have
Mrs. Geneva Rogers pictured deeply appreciated the disabil
ot her home this summer.
ity check every month. Please
express my gratitude to such a wonderful company and
extend my best wishes to all my friends."
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They Had A Better I dea
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S U G G E STI O N PROG R AM�
C E LE B RAT E S F I RST B I RTH DAY
The Suggestion Award Program marked its first birth
day on October 1 .
During the first 12 months the program was i n existence,
over 200 suggestions were submitted, according to Jim Nix
dorf, manager of the program, resulting in 28 winners.
Many awards were for the minimum amount of $10.00
based on ideas for safety and general improvements. How
ever, five employees won larger awards based on actual
estimated annual savings to the company. These five awards
represented 10% of the annual savings to the company oI
$3,554. 10.
The remaining 23 winners were presented checks totaling
$567.65.
Three more winners announced since the last PROFILE
was published have won suggestion checks during the first
year of the program. They are Phyllis Lindsey and Susette
Royal, bo!h employees in the Subscribers Service Depart
ment, and Evelyn Drayton, Medicare B. Phyllis received
$ 1 1 .00, and the other two won $ 10.00 each.
1968-69 SUGGESTION AWARD WINNERS
$ 10.00
Mary Godwin
Mary Calkins
10.00
10.00
Katherine Edwards
10.00
Delores Pace
10.65
Jim Robbins
10.00
Becky Wiley
10.00
Pat Hawn
10.00
Bonnie Schwertz
1 17.00
Ralph Heerens
10.00
Janie Shepard*
10.00
Linda Plant
Millie Spillars
10.00
Pearl Graham
9 1 .00
Frances Dyal/George Roberts
43.00
10.00
Phyllis Lindsey*
10.00
Johnnie Byrd
10.00
Lora Walton
10.00
Thelma Johnson
10.00
Lynda Wilson
10.00
Annamay Schneider
Mike Blajian
10.00
Becky Leavell
10.00
15.00
Janie Shepard
80.00
JoAnne Garrett
10.00
Susette Royal
Evelyn Drayton
10.00
1 1.00
Phyllis Lindsey
➔:• Double wmners
4

Was your name among the 28 winners announced in

PROFILE from October 1, 1968, to October 1, 1969? If
not, the opportunity is always present to take advantage of
the award program. Submit you r ideas now and put extra
cash in your pocket.
The first suggestion check to be awarded to start off the
program's second year went to Rose Sluder, Medicare B,
who suggested the installation of more metal files for pend
ing claims with a separate work tray for each type of claim
pending. This idea won her $ 10.00.
Jim Nixdorf has announced a new innovation in the
Suggestion A ward Program which differs from the original
way submitted ideas were handled previously. The Methods
Department will he included at the beginning of the sug
gestion evaluation process in order to provide the depart
ment managers with much needed assistance in developing
cost savings estimates for those suggestions involving work
flows, work procedures and forms design. The cost savings
estimates are used to determine the appropriate award for
suggestions.
According to Jim, this new procedure will speed up the
overall processing of a great percentage of suggestions sub
mitted and, in turn, shorten the time an employee must
wait for an answer and/or a check.

TABLE OF EXCUSES
To save time for management and yourselves, please give
your excuses by number:
0. Too busy.
1 . That's the way we've always done it.
2. I didn't know you were in a hurry.
3. That's not in my department.
4. No one told me to go ahead.
5. I'm waiting for an okay.
6. How did I know this was different?
7. That's his job, not mine.
8. Wait 'til the boss comes back and ask him.
9. I forgot.
10. I didn't think it was very important.
1 1. I'm so busy I just can't get around to it.
12. I thought I told you.
13. I wasn't hired to do that !
14. It's on order.
( Reprinted from a recent "Bulletin" distributed by the
Meninak Club of Jacksonville. )

hit, and piece,
�-7 � �
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Ask JIM HUGHES, Manager of the Planning Depart
ment about the souvenir golf ball on his desk and he's
quick to tell you that's the one he used o� the 154-yard
8th hole at Timuquana Country Club when he shot a hole
in-one. He even had three witnesses to prove it !
JIM STANSELL, Comptroller in the Pensacola branch
office, is co-chairman of the United Fund Campaign in
Pensacola and is busy auditing records following the kick
off drive.
J. D. LEWIS, Vice President of Claims, is the father of
10 lb., 2 oz., James Daniel Lewis, III, born October 9. The
Lewis' also have a girl, Missy, 2½ years old.
KERRY ALBERT, Medicare A Supervisor, won first
and second place ribbons for her ceramic entries at the
Greater Jacksonville Fair. Her winning displays included a
fruit arrangement and a pitcher.
HELEN WELLS, secretary to Mr. W. J. Stansell, became
a grandmother for the first time on September 17 when the
oldest of her three daughters gave birth to 7 lb., 3 oz.
Michael Kimball, Jr. Helen's son-in-law was previously
employed with the company as a mail boy on the seventh
floor. Mike and his family are now at Ft. Walton Beach
where he's stationed at Eglin Air Force Base.

W E D D I NG B E LLS . . .
. .. rang for Mary Bailey and Mel Farmer on October 25 at the
Murray Hill Methodist Church. She is a secretary in the Sales Repre
sen tatives office located in the Agency Building. Following her wedding,
Mary was snapped with two co- workers, Mike McFarland, left, and Dick
Hadaway

BC & BS BOWLER W I NS
W. I . B. C. HONOR

Tommie Curry, Coordinator of Benefits Departmen1
honored on October 26 by the Womens International
ing Congress at its semi-annual meeting at the F
Meyer Hotel.
She was presented with a beautiful trophy as the '
Improved Bowler" in the city of Jacksonville for the 1�
season. The Blue Cross and Blue Shield league is extr
proud of Tommie as she won out over 6,000 WIBC
hers. The company league presented Tommie with an c
following her announcement as top improved bowle1
Tommie's award was determined in the following m,
After 21 games were bowled, her average was establ
The difference between that average and her aven
the end of the season was 28 pins, making her the
improved woman bowler.

Tommie
Curry
proudly shows off her
trophy shortly after
receiving it at the
W IBC awards ban
quet.

- Mabel Fleming, President of the women's company l
has announced the following awards to date for the 1�
winter league: Darlene Brazenski received a 225 garr
500 series pin and shoulder patch for bowling ovt
pins above her average, with a high game of 238 an
series of 556. Marjorie Johnston received a 200 gar
and 500 series pin for a game of 213 and a series of

.-

t

1969- 70 leaders in the company women's league are Darlene Br
left, and Marjorie Johnston, both Medicare B employees.

50 YEARS S E RVI C E RECOG N· I Z E D
J im Hughes, left, is
presented with his
20-yeor gift, a wall
barometer, and serv
ice pin by H. A.
Schroder.
Ernie opens one of many
gifts at his retirement re
ception as H. A. Schroder
looks on. Company presents
i ncluded a portable type
writer, a do%en golf bolls
and golf glove. Co- workers'
gifts included on electric
shover, golf cart, cuff links
and tie pins, golfing equip
ment, etc.

TEN YEAR AWARDS
Left to right: Del Detrick, Barbaro Davis, Bea Strivender, Dee Cover
dale and Rochel Holcombe.

F RI E N DS W I S H E RN I E HAPPY RETI REM E N T
Lorraine Tovey

I ra Gould

even employees gathered in the Board of Directors
n at headquarters on October 21 to receive service
·ds for years of employment with the company.
)RRAINE TOVEY, Data Recording, reached a 15 year
stone and was presented her 15 year pin with a ruby
: from Mr. H. A. Schroder.
�n year engraved desk pen sets as well as ten year
ice pins were awarded to the following five employees:
, DETRICK, Wire Room; BARBARA DAVIS, Hospital
ms; BEA STIVENDER, Blue Shield Claims; RACHEL
�COMBE, FEP-Blue Cross; and DEE COVERDALE,
: Shield Claims.
[r. Schroder also awarded five year service pins to the
>wing five employees: LAURA JONES, Subscribers
rice; ANN GASTON, Underwriting; WILMA GORHAU,
)rds; TED JOHNSON, Computer; and ART HEBERT,
1ting.
Ir. JIM HUGHES, Manager of the Planning Department,
unable to be present fo; the awards ceremony to receive
20 year service pin and gift from the company since he
Mrs. Hughes were vacationing in Canada. Upon his
rn, he was presented with his pin (inset with an aqua
·ine stone) and a beautiful wall barometer from Mr.
roder.
'ield employees were also recognized at the ceremony
m Mr. Schroder announced that six employees in branch
ces had already been sent their service pins. Heading
list in years of service was IRA GOULD, Branch Mana
' Coral Gables, with 15 years to his credit. Five year
s were mailed to ED BROWN, Representative, Coral
)les; LOUISE MALCZUK, Coral Gables; TOM RUS
LL, Representative, West Palm Beach; MARY HAN
LL, Ft. Myers; and BOB DENNIS, Representative, Or
do.

F IVE YEAR AWARDS
Left to right : Ann Goston, Art Hebert, Louro Jones, Ted Johnson and
Wilma Gorhou.

Louise Molc%uk

Tom Russell

Mory Hansell

Ed B row n

Bob Dennis

Ernest R. Gibson, better known as
"Ernie," officially completed more than
ten years of service with Blue Cross and
Blue Shield on October 24 at a recep
tion given in his honor.
Following working hours on that Fri
day, the company gave a retirement
party for Ernie in the sixth floor Em
ployees Lounge.
Ernie's first day with the company
goes back to· March 16, 1959 when he
came to work under Dave Mancini in
the Public Relations Department. Al
though a member of the PR Department
during his entire service with the com
pany, Ernie assumed responsibility for
many varied assignments, including
contract revisions, coordination of the
Federal Employee Program, initiated
planning of the College Student Pro
gram, and the Senior Citizens Program.
He also conducted meetings for super
visors and managers as well as for
many employees who attended corre
spondence courses which led to the up
grading of work on many levels.
Prior to joining Blue Cross and Blue
Shield, Ernie spent 12 years with the
Florida Medical Association. He served
as managing editor of its magazine,
"Journal of the Florida Medical Asso
ciation," and was also the managing
director of FMA.
He spent the years 1944-47 in the
United States Navy and was released to
inactive duty as a Lieutenant Com
mander.

· Ernie and his wife, Mary, have two
children, Marsha and Ronald, and five
grandchildren.
A native of Pennsylvania, Ernie did
his graduate work at Ohio State Uni
versity in Columbus. He has spent the
last 22 years, however, in Jacksonville.
An ardent golfer who shoots in the
80's, Ernie has spent many of his "R"
days ( 2 working days off a week for the
past year) on the golf course. His plans
for the near future will no doubt be de
voted to many days on the Timuquana
Country Club golf course.

He and Mary completed a cruise to
Bermuda this summer on the S. S.
Ariadne. Future plans will hopefully
include a trip to Latin America, espe
cially to Mexico, and a visit to Europe,
England in particular.
When Blue Cross celebrated its 25th
anniversary this year on Apri1 27, Ernie
wrote the history of Blue Cross' Silver
Anniversary. The day he retired, he
was in the process of completing the
Blue Shield history, the 25th anniver
sary to be observed in 1971.

Two Gibsons get together-Ernie, left, a n d W . T . Gibson, Personnel Director, in foreground.
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A FO N D FAR EWE LL

Ph i l B ray Accepts Promotion
To Aud iti ng Assignment
Mr. Phil Bray has been promoted to Special Assistant to
Mr. Mel Snead, Vice President Hospital Relations.
He reported to work in Jacksonville on October 6 and will
be assisting Mr. Snead in the
Blue Cross state-wide hospital
case auditing program.
An employee of the company
for three years in the Hos
pital Relations Department,
Mr. Bray served the hospitals
- in the West Central Region of
the state, working out of the
Tampa Branch Office.
/
Prior to his employment by
Blue Cross and Blue Shield, he
worked for a Jacksonville-based
Phil Bray
business forms company and
a life insurance company. He retired from the United
States Army as a Master Sergeant with over 20 years service
in administration.
Mr. Bray plans to move his wife and son from Tampa to
Jacksonville as soon as the next school term is over. His
office is presently located across the street from headquar
ters, Riverside entrance.

EMPLOYEE H IJAC KED TO CUBA

1

I

TAKE TIME TO
WORSHIP - i t i s the· highway of reverence which cleanses

The lovely old Porter home pictured in last month's
PROFILE was indeed a "graceful relic" which made way
for the future expansion of Blue Cross and Blue Shield.
Just a few days after the photos of this Riverside home
were taken in October, the wrecking crew moved in and,
as shown here from the May Street side, they "lowered
the "boom" and the house came tumbling down.
Raleigh Porter built this home in 1905, according to
Virginia King, well known Jacksonville historian. Later,
an antique and interior decorating shop was located in a
small building fronting the house, and then a pool hall,
hardware store and a Stand 'n Snack occupied part of the
space.
In its final days, the stately Porter mansion became a
boarding house and by necessity "bit the dust" to make
room for our future expansion.

and restores the soul .
WORK - it is the price of success.
THINK - it is the source of power.
READ - it is the foundation of knowledge.
HELP AND ENJOY FRIENDS - it is the source of
happiness.
PLAY - it is the secret of youth.

LOVE - it is the one sacrament.
DREAM - it hitches the soul to the stars.
LAUGH - it is the singing that helps with life's loads.
PLAN - it is the secret of being able to have time to take
time for the first nine things.
6

MEYER JOINS BUDGET ANALYS
IN "PROJECT H E L P"

M E D I CARE B PROMOTI O N S

Promotions and the formation of a new department are
in the news this month.
A Claims Review Correspondence section has been estab
lished for the primary purpose of composing claims review
replies. Previously, form letters had served the purpose,
but correspondence is now going out in a detailed and
explanatory manner.
To handle this correspondence promotions have been an
nounced for Wilma Sloane, Chris Roach, Sandra Joyner,
Elizabeth Smith and Kathleen Sumrall. Supervising this
new department is Arthur Stacey, Assistant to our Legal
Counsel. The new department is located on the seventh
floor of the Universal Marion Building.
Charlotte Reagan, previously a Correspondence clerk,
has been promoted to secretary to Bob Bowles, Adminis
trative Assistant of Physician Affairs. Charlotte has been
an employee of the company for three years. She and Mr.
Bowles are also located on the seventh floor, Universal
Marion Building.

After a business trip to Jacksonville, Ron Gentiluomo,
assistant to Regional Manager John Brothers, was glad to
be returning to Miami.
Ron boarded National Airlines Flight #411 in Jackson
ville on September 24 enroute to Miami. At 7 :49 p.m. with
the Boeing 707 just west of Daytona Beach, National Air
lines received word the plane was being hijacked to Cuba.
According to Ron, a man who boarded the plane in South
Carolina pulled a gun on three stewardesses, forced one of
them to get the pilot and ordered the other two to continue,
performing routine duties. Upon reaching the rear of the
plane, the pilot was told by the male passenger to veer off
course to Cuba.
Ron, one of 72 passengers and a crew of seven, stated
no one had any inkling of what was happening until the
plane touched down at the Havana airport at 9 :30 p.m.
Although Ron said he and the passengers noticed lights
below, they assumed they were circling Miami until the
abrupt, unscheduled landing in Havana.
"We were escorted to two large rooms, given sandwiches,
coffee, soft drinks and were treated courteously," added
Ron.
The hij acker, on the other hand, was met by guards
as soon as he stepped off the plane and he was immediately
disarmed, Ron added.
According to the Associated Press newspaper release, the
plane left Havana at 12 :36 a.m. The airliner returned to
Miami where passengers were met by FBI agents and air
lines personnel. They were requested to fill out and sign
a written report of the hij acking, and were released to re
turn to their homes at 2 :00 a.m.
"You could almost say the whole episode was one big
party," explained }ton. Unlike some of the first hijackings,
which were frightening and harrowing for the passengers,
this one seemed to be a less terrifying experience. Ron further
explained that originally, hijacked planes were detained in
Cuba and passengers were returned to the States in smaller
planes. It has become common practice of late, however,
to allow the big jets to return within a few hours. "In fact,"
said Ron, "the pilot wasted no time in leaving the Havana
airport and taxied down the runway at what seemed like
150 mph ! "
This was the 27th commercial aircraft hijacked this year.

C . H. Meyer, Vice-President and Treasurer, has l
selected as one of 15 budget analysts from private e1
prise to assist the House Appropriations Committee in st
ing Florida's budgeting policies.
Meetings were held October ?
Tallahassee as the result of a 14
by House Speaker Fred Schult:
Jacksonville to leaders of the Ass<
ted Industries of Florida and
State Chamber of Commerce.
program, dubbed "Project REI
sought out industry leaders to
the state some budget experts witi
cost on a part-time basis for spen,
C. H. Meyer
and efficiency analyses.
This program will continue monthly, with approxim.:
four or five days per month being donated by Mr. M
and others to assist the state with future budget plannin@

POW ELL SURPRI S E D
B Y EMPLOYE ES

A telephone call from Western Union to EDP Man
Odis Powell was the beginning of a day of surprises.
voice at the other end of the line began singing "Hi
Birthday," the first of many good wishes for him on (
her 3.
Nearly 200 employees on the third and eighth fl
attended the boss' birthday party after work in the i
floor cafeteria. The beautifully set tables held two I
sheet cakes, punch, and a variety of snacks. Mr. Pc
was presented a large gift-wrapped box stuffed with ti
paper but containing a gift certificate at the bottom oi
box.

Odis Powell walks toward refreshment table to open his birthday

ERSONNEL . . .ITIES
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ppy to be back at their jobs were Dove Mulkey, left, and Wayne Sauls, following their three-day ordeal in the Gulf of Mexico.

phone call to headquarters on October 1 brought
relief to employees awaiting word of two co-workers
been missing for several <lays. Wayne Sauls' fam
l to say he and Dave Mulkey were safe after being
missing on a fishing trip.
young fishermen had taken off for Cedar Key on
· night, September 27, with Dave's 18 foot tri-hull
. boat for a fishing trip that was supposed to end
,i fternoon.
ause of their three-day ordeal at sea was a 6'8"
1ead shark which disabled their boat. Thrashing
ifter being pulled aboard, his tail knocked loose a
wire about 4:30 p.m. Sunday as they were atto return to shore. When they tried to repair the
1e motor was swamped with a wave which soaked
1e magneto," said Dave.
nly were they drifting in the Gulf of Mexico, they
ng battered by choppy waves which prevailed dur
ntire time they were stranded. "The stormy weather
h. winds made it impossible to paddle," explained
Dave estimated they drifted approximately 5 to
, from where they started fishing Sunday morning.
1gh they had plenty of water with them and at least
ns of gas, their only source of food was one banana

Jacksonville employees of Blue Cross and Blue Shield
have pledged $30,000 to the 1970 United Fund drive, $6,000
more than in 1969, or a 25% increase.
CJiff Mendoza, Employee Relations Manager, served as
liaison between the company and the United Fund. He
reports the $30,000 is in addition to 10% of the total pledge
which is retained and disbursed by the Employees Chari
table Contribution Fund committee. This committee,
made up of six elected employee representatives, donates
checks throughout the year to charitable organizations ex
empt as United Fund Agencies.

BC & BS CONTRI BUTE TO
YOUTH PROGRAM'S SUCC ESS

t

t
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and a coke which they consumed Monday. They had their
last sandwich on Sunday.
Reported missing Sunday night by Dave's wife, a Coast
Guard sea and air search began, hampered by bad weather
and low visibility. According to Wayne, they saw planes
and a helicopter but were too far away to he seen. At the
sight of search planes in their area, they set off a flare, but
it went unnoticed.
On Wednesday morning after the motor dried out, they
found and connected the loose wires, started the motor and
headed for the Cedar Key State Park launching ramp. They
arrived (with a heavy growth of whiskers ! ) at approxi
mately 10:00 a.m. and were met by their families who had
been keeping vigil there since early Tuesday.
Both men said they never lost sight of land and never
doubted they would get home - it was only a matter of
time. Their main concern was their families and what they
were going through.
Strangely enough, they became "car sick" riding back
to Jacksonville since being on the water for three days !
Wayne has been an employee in Control for a year and
has been with the company since February, 1966. Dave
joined Blue Cross & Blue Shield in February, 1968 and has
been in Computer Operations since that time.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield are proud t o have been one
of several Jacksonville firms instrumental in placing young
adults in summer johs.
Personnel Director W. T. Gibson explains that the com
pany "sponsored" and made arrangements to pay the salary
of Miss Carolyn Parker, an Edward Waters College student,
who was employed during the summer by the Youth Op
portunity Center.
A letter directed to Mr. Gibson from the Y.O.C. indicated
457 young people in Jacksonville were placed in full-time
jobs during summer vacation. The letter further stated,
"The contribution of Blue Cross and Blue Shield to this
endeavor was in large measure responsible for its
success."
In addition to assisting with the above employment pro
gram, Blue Cross and Blue Shield also hired 34 summer
employees to work at headquarters until they returned to
school. ·

SU BSCRI B ER SAYS THAN KS
A Pompano Beach, Florida subscriber who has had Blue
Cross and Blue Shield coverage since the 1940's has writ
ten the following letter:
" . . . No matter what you have paid into Blue Cross
you have never paid too much if you have one major illness.
You can never say it couldn't happen to me because this is
something we don't know. In the past year I don't know
what we would have done without Blue Cross. It owes us
not one cent and I thank God that we have it . . . it most
certainly has been our helping hand."

N EW FLOOR
R EPRES E N TATIVE

"•

Elaine Sills

Elaine Sills is the new seventh floor
representative, replacing Sandi Hill .
Sandi i s n o w working in the Utilization
Review Department and hos served as
reporter since July, 1968. Elaine is
a claims examiner and has worked in
Medicare A for over three years.
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J acksonvi l le employees have contributed a total of
$73,413.73 to the Duval County United Fund from 1964
to August of this year. That's a sizable amount of money.
Here's where that money was spent : Of the total amount,
all but 10% was given directly to the UF, and that lOo/o
went into a special fund which was established to aid a
variety of worthy charities. Some organizations not covered
by the UF include the March of Dimes, the Cancer Society,
Heart Association, TB, Society for Crippled Children, and
ALSAC ( Aiding Leukemia Stricken American Children ) .
In October donations were made to these six groups as
well as the National Cystic Fibrosis Drive. These organiza
tions and others receive checks periodically from the Em
ployees Charitable Contribution Fun� which is governed
by six employees who were elected by their co-workers.
Members serving this past year and in previous years are
Gene Parr, Amelia Kelly, Nell Gardner, Gene White, Jackie
McKenzie and W. T. Gibson.

Committee members Gene White, left, and Jackie McKenzie present a check to the N<
Florida Heart Association Presiden t Robert L. Bounds wnile Executive Director Ralph D. �
looks on.

ST. JUDE CHILDREN'S RESEARCH HOSPITAL

�
�
<Crrt i f i r a te o f ffl e r i t
Prt1tded To

BLUE CROSS OJI' FIDHIDA., INC.
l!MPI.DI!ES CHARinK:s FWD

in grateful recognition and appreciation of faithful
and exceptional service during the . . .

Teenagers March

For the year 19 ...ft__
in the interest of
A L S A C (Aiding Leukemia Stricken American Children)
Which supports and maintains
ST. JUDE RESEARCH HOSPITAL, Memphis, Tenn.,....

-- - --- - - ------------

Dated this � day of
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Jack Baker

Ray Pack

Replacing Amelia and Gene for the next term are Jack
Baker and Ray Pack who were elected in balloting by em
ployees. The Nominating Committee consisting of Nathan
Oplinger, Jerry White and Jim Guthrie also selected as
candidates Joyce Bowman, Emily Price, Jessie Cobb and
Tony Hartman in addition to the two above who were
elected to serve.
Now you know who spends your money and where. As
to the "why," a letter from the American Cancer Society of
Jacksonville seems to tell the story in a few words : "Such
generosity surely will bring closer the day of research vic
tory when this dread disease will be conquered and possibly
someone that you love will be saved tomorrow by the
knowledge that you bought today."

This "Certification of Apprecia
tion," signed by National Presi
dent Danny Thomas, was sent to
Charities Fund Chairman Gene
Parr, for the check donated to
leukemic children along with a let
ter stating in part, " . . . with sin
cere thanks for your very generous
donation."

MARCH OF D I MES DRIVE B EG I N S I N J A N UAJ

Where There 's
There's Hope
And both a re i n you r h an d s
to g i ve.
The M a rch of D i mes
be l i eves th at b i rth ·d efects
(a q u arter of a m i l l i o n
a n n ual ly) s h o u l d n ot rob
a c h i l d of the c h ance for
a fu l l , sati sfyi n g l i fe.
I t h as taken th e l ead
in s u p p o rti ng p rog rams of
rese a r c h , educati o n , p ati e nt
care and c o m m u n ity
servi ces to m ake t h i s g oal
a real i ty. I t re m i n d s you
that the total can be red uced
th ro u g h use of r u bel l a
( G e r m an measl es) a n d R h
vacci nes now avai l a b l e .
Pl ease h e l p .

� IPIID IE WIE 13v_i:r IIDIJoov_i:ron DDIE IFIECC 1
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Committee members Gene White, left, and Jackie McKenzie presen t a check to the Northeast
Florida Heart Association Presiden t Robert L. Bounds while Executive Director Rolph D. McClure
looks on.

ST. JUDE CHILDREN'S RESEARCH HOSPITAL

�
CCrrt i[icate o f � e r i t
Prtaen.ttd To
BLUE CROSS OF n.DRIDl. INC.
� CHlRillKS FDID

in grateful recognition and appreciation of faithful
and exceptional service during the .

Teenagers March
For the year 19�
in the interest of
A L S A C (Aiding Leukemia Stricken American Children)
Which supports and maintains
ST. JUDE RESEARCH HOSPITAL, Memph;s, Tennessee
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J acksonville employees have contributed a total of
$73,413.73 to the Duval County United Fund from 1964
to August of this year. That's a sizable amount of money.
Here's where that money was spent : Of the total amount,
all but 10% was given directly lo the UF, and that 10%
went into a special fund which was established to aid a
variety of worthy charities. Some organizations not covered
by the UF include the March of Dimes, the Cancer Society,
Heart Association, TB, Society for Crippled Children, and
ALSAC ( Aiding Leukemia Stricken American Children ) .
I n October donations were made to these six groups as
well as the National Cystic Fibrosis Drive. These organiza
tions and others receive checks periodically from the Em
ployees Charitable Contribution Fun� which is governed
by six employees who were elected by their co-workers.
Members serving this past year and in previous years are
Gene Parr, Amelia Kelly, Nell Gardner, Gene White, Jackie
McKenzie and W. T. Gibson.

��.�

**

Jock Baker

Roy Pack

Replacing Amelia and Gene for the next term are Jack
Baker and Ray Pack who were elected in balloting by em
ployees. The Nominating Committee consisting of Nathan
Oplinger, Jerry White and Jim Guthrie also selected as
candidates Joyce Bowman, Emily Price, J essie Cobb and
Tony Hartman in addition to the two above who were
elected to serve.
Now you know who spends your money and where. As
to the "why," a letter from the American Cancer Society of
Jacksonville seems to tell the story in a few words : "Such
generosity surely will bring closer the day of research vic
tory when this dread disease will be conquered and possibly
someone that you love will be saved tomorrow by the
knowledge that you bought today."

!JL�.
This "Certification of Apprecia
tion," signed by Notional Presi
dent Donny Thomas, was sent to
Charities Fund Chairman Gene
Parr, for the check donated to
leukemic children along with a let
ter stoting in port, " . . . with sin
cere thanks for your very generous
donation."

MARC H OF DIMES DRIVE B EG I N S I N J A N UARY

Where There 's
There's Hope
A n d both are i n you r h a n d s
to g i ve.
T h e M a rch of D i mes
bel i eves that b i rth d efects
(a q ua rte r of a m i l l i o n
an n u a l l y) s h o u l d n ot rob
a c h i l d of the c h an c e for
a fu l l , satisfyi n g l i fe.
I t h as taken t h e l ead
in s u p p o rti ng p ro g rams of
rese a rc h , e d u c ati o n , p ati e nt
care a n d com m u n i ty
servi ces to m ake t h i s goal
a real ity. I t re m i n d s you
t h at t h e total can be red u ce d
th ro u g h use of rubel l a
( G e rm a n m e as l es) a n d R h
vacci n es now ava i l ab l e .
Pl ease h e l p .

� IPill IEW IE ISJ'f'Jr IIBII illf'JrlliJ DDIE IFIECCVJr�
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Happy to be back at their jobs were Dave Mulkey, left, and Wayne Sauls, following their three-day ordeal in the Gulf of Mexico.

A telephone call to headquarters on October 1 brought
sighs of relief to employees awaiting word of two co-workers
who had been missing for several days. Wayne Sauls' fam
ily called to say he and Dave Mulkey were safe after being
reported missing on a fishing trip.
These young fishermen had taken off for Cedar Key on
Saturday night, September 27, with Dave's 18 foot tri-hull
outboard boat for a fishing trip that was supposed to end
Sunday afternoon.
The cause of their three-day ordeal at sea was a 6'8"
hammerhead shark which disabled their boat. Thrashing
around after being pulled aboard, his tail knocked loose a
battery wire about 4:30 p.m. Sunday as they were at
tempting to return to shore. When they tried to repair the
wire, "the motor was swamped with a wave which soaked
it and the magneto," said Dave.
Not only were they drifting in the Gulf of Mexico, they
were being battered by choppy waves which prevailed dur
ing the entire time they were stranded. "The stormy weather
and high winds made it impossible to paddle," explained
Wayne. Dave estimated they drifted approximately 5 to
10 miles from where they started fishing Sunday morning.
Although they had plenty of water with them and at least
18 gallons of gas, their only source of food was one banana
10

l.

Jacksonville employees of Blue Cross and Blue Shield
have pledged $30,000 to the 1970 United Fund drive, $6,000
more than in 1969, or a 25% increase.
Cliff Mendoza, Employee Relations Manager, served as
liaison between the company and the United Fund. He
reports the $30,000 is in addition to 10% of the total pledge
which is retained and disbursed by the Employees Chari
table Contribution Fund committee. This committee,
made up of six elected employee representatives, donates
checks throughout the year to charitable organizations ex
empt as United Fund Agencies.

BC & BS CONTRI B UT E TO
YOUTH PROGRAM'S SUCCESS
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and a coke which they consumed Monday. They had their
last sandwich on Sunday.
Reported missing Sunday night by Dave's wife, a Coast
Guard sea and air search began, hampered by bad weather
and low visibility. According to Wayne, they saw planes
and a helicopter but were too far away to be seen. At the
sight of. search planes in their area, they set off a flare, but
it went unnoticed.
On Wednesday morning after the motor dried out, they
found and connected the loose wires, started the motor and
headed for the Cedar Key State Park launching ramp. They
arrived ( with a heavy growth of whiskers ! ) at approxi
mately 10:00 a.m. and were met by their families who had
been keeping vigil there since early Tuesday.
Both men said they never lost sight of land and never
doubted they would get home - it was only a matter of
time. Their main concern was their families and what they
were going through.
Strangely enough, they became "car sick" riding back
to Jacksonville since being on the water for three days !
Wayne has been an employee in Control for a year and
has been with the company since February, 1966. Dave
joined Blue Cross & Blue Shield in February, 1968 and has
been in Computer Operations since that time.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield are proud t o have been one
of several Jacksonville firms instrumental in placing young
adults in summer jobs.
Personnel Director W. T. Gibson explains that the com
pany "sponsored" and made arrangements to pay the salary
of Miss Carolyn Parker, an Edward Waters College student,
who was employed during the summer by the Youth Op
portunity Center.
A letter directed to Mr. Gibson from the Y.O.C. indicated
457 young people in Jacksonville were placed in full-time
jobs during summer vacation. The letter further stated,
"The contribution of Blue Cross and Blue Shield to this
en<leavor was in large measure responsible for its
success."
In addition to assisting with the above employment pro
gram, Blue Cross and Blue Shield also hired 34 summer
employees to work at headquarters until they returned to
school. ·

S U BSCRI B ER SAYS THAN KS
A Pompano Beach, Florida subscriber who has had Blue
Cross and Blue Shield coverage since the 1940's has writ
ten the following letter:
". . . No matter what you have paid into Blue Cross
you have never paid too much if you have one major illness.
You can never say it couldn't happen to me because this is
something we don't know. In the past year I don't know
what we would have done without Blue Cross. It owes us
not one cent and I thank God that we have it . . . it most
certainly has been our helping hand."

N EW FLOOR
R EPRES E NTATIVE

�'

Elaine Sills

Elaine Sills is the new seventh floor
representative, replacing Sandi Hill.
Sandi is now working in the Utilization
Review Department and has served as
reporter since July, 1968. Elaine is
a claims examiner and has worked in
Medicare A for over three years.
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i ray Accepts Promotion
Jditing Assignment
i l Bray has been promoted t o Special Assistant to
3nead, Vice President Hospital Relations.
,rted to work in .Jacksonville on October 6 and will
be assisting Mr. Snead in the
Blue Cross state-wide hospital
case auditing p rogram.
An employee of the company
for three years in the Hos
pital Relations Department,
M r. Bray served the hospitals
in the West Central Region of
the state, working out of the
Tampa Branch Office.
/
Prior to his employment by
Blue Cross and Blue Shield, he
worked for a J acksonville-based
>hil Bray
business forms company and
mrance company. He retired from the United
my as a Master Sergeant with over 20 years service
istration.
ay plans to move his wife and son from Tampa to
:Ile as soon as the next school term is over. His
presently located across the street from headquar
rside entrance.
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EMPLOYEE H IJACKED TO CUBA

The lovely old Porter home pictured in last month's
PROFILE was indeed a "graceful relic" which made way
for the future exp ansion of Blue Cross and Blue Shield.
Just a few days after the photos of this Riverside home
were taken in October, the wrecking crew moved in and,
as shown here from the May Street side, they "lowered
I
the -boom" and the house came tumbling down .
Raleigh Porter built this home in 1905, according to
Virginia King, well known Jacksonville historian . Later,
an antique and interior decorating shop was located in a
small building fronting the house, and then a pool hall,
hardware store and a Stan d 'n Snack occupied part of the
space.
In its final days, the stately Porter mansion became a
boarding house and by necessity "bit the dust" to make
room for our future expansion.

stores the soul .
- it is the price of success.
- it is the source of power.
- it is the foundation of knowledge.
ND ENJOY FRIENDS - it is the source of
1ess.
- it is the secret of youth.
- it is the one sacrament.
- it hitches the soul to the stars.
- it is the singing that helps with life's loads.
- it is the secret of being able to have time to take
or the first nine things.

MEYER JOINS BUDGET ANALYSTS
IN "PROJECT H E L P"

MEDICARE B PROMOTIONS

Promotions and the formation of a new department are
in the news this month.
A Claims Review Correspondence section has been estab
lished for the primary purpose of composing claims review
replies. Previously, form letters had served the purpose,
but correspondence is now going out in a detailed and
explanatory manner.
To handle this correspondence promotions have been an
nounced for Wilma Sloane, Chris Roach, Sandra Joyner,
Elizabeth Smith and Kathleen Sumrall. Supervising this
new department is Arthur Stacey, Assistant to our Legal
Counsel. The new department is located on the seventh
fl oor of the Universal Marion Building.
Charlotte Reagan, previously a Correspondence clerk,
has been promoted to secretary to Bob Bowles, Adminis
trative Assistant of Physician Affairs. Charlotte has been
an empl oyee of the company for three years. She and Mr.
Bowles are also located on the seventh floor, Universal
Marion Building.

After a business trip to Jacksonville, Ron Gentiluomo,
assistant to Regional Manager John Brothers, was glad to
be returning to Miami.
Ron boarded National Airlines Flight #41 1 in Jackson
ville on September 24 enroute to Miami. At 7 :49 p.m. with
the Boeing 707 j ust west of Daytona Beach, National Air
lines received word the plane was being hij acked to Cuba.
According to Ron, a man who boarded the plane in South
Carolina pulled a gun on three stewardesses, forced one of
them to get the pilot and ordered the other two to continue
performing routine duties. Upon reaching the rear of the
plane, the pilot was told by the male passenger to veer off
course to Cuba.
Ron, one of 72 passengers and a crew of seven, stated
no one had any inkling of what was happening until the
plane touched down at the Havana airport at 9 :30 p.m.
Although Ron said he and the passengers noticed lights
below, they assumed they were circling Miami until the
abrupt, unscheduled landing in Havana.
"We were escorted to two large rooms, given sandwiches,
coffee, soft drinks and were treated courteously," added
Ron.
The hij acker, on the other hand, was met by guards
as soon as he stepped off the plane and he was immediately
disarmed, Ron added.
According to the Associated Press newspaper release, the
plane left Havana at 12 :36 a.m. The airliner returned to
Miami where passengers were met by FBI agents and air
lines personnel. Th ey were requested to fill out and sign
a written report of the hij acking, and were released to re
turn to their homes at 2 : 00 a.m.
"You could almost say the whole episode was one big
party," explained }1on. Unlike some of the first hij ackings,
which were frightening and harrowing for the passengers,
this one seemed to be a less terrifying experience. Ron further
explained that originally, hij acked planes were detained in
Cuba and passengers were returned to the States in smaller
planes. It has become common practice of late, however,
to allow the big j ets to return within a few hours. "In fact,"
said Ron, "the pilot wasted no time in leaving the Havana
airport and taxied down the runway at what seemed like
150 mph ! "
This was the 27th commercial aircraft hij acked this year.

C. H. Meyer, Vice-President and Treasurer, has been
selected as one of 15 budget analysts from private enter
prise to assist the House Appropriations Committee in study
ing Florida's budgeting policies.
Meetings were held October 7-8 in
Tallahassee as the result of a letter
by House Speaker Fred Schultz of
Jacksonville to leaders of the Associa
ted Industries of Florida and the
State Chamber of Commerce. The
program, dubbed "Proj ect HELP,"
sought out industry leaders to lend
the state some budget experts without
cost on a part-time basis for spending
C. H. Meyer
and efficiency analyses.
This program will continue monthly, with approximately
four or five days per month being donated by Mr. Meyer
and others to assist the state with future budget planning.

POWELL SU RPRI S E D
B Y EMPLOYE ES
A telephone call from Western Union to EDP Manager
Odis Powell was the beginning of a day of surprises. The
voice at the other end of the line began singing "Happy
Birthday," the first of many good wishes for him on Octo
ber 3 .
Nearly 200 employees o n the third a n d eighth floors
attended the boss' birthday party after work in the sixth
floor cafeteria. The beautifully set tables held two large
sheet cakes, punch, and a variety of snacks. Mr. Powell
was presented a large gift-wrapped box stuffed with tissue
paper but containing a gift certificate at the bottom of the
box.

Odis Powell walks toward refreshment table to open his birthday gift.
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150 YEARS S E RVI C E R ECOG N· I Z E D
J im Hughes, left, is
presented with his
20-year gift, a wall
barometer, and serv
ice pin by H. A.
Schroder.
Ernie opens or
gifts at his reti
ception as H. J
looks on.Compo
included a port
writer, a dozen
and golf glove. (
gifts included ,
shaver, golf cart
and tie pins, gol
ment, etc.

TEN YEAR AWARDS
Left to right: Del Detrick, Barbara Davis, Bea Strivender, Dee Cover
dale and Rachel Holcombe.

FRI E N DS WISH E RN I E HAPPY RETI REME�
Lorraine Tovey

Ira Gould

Eleven employees gathered in the Board of Directors
Room at headquarters on October 2 1 to receive service
awards for years of employment with the company.
LORRAINE TOVEY, Data Recording, reached a 15 year
milestone and was presented her 15 year pin with a ruby
inset from Mr. H. A. Schroder.
Ten year engraved desk pen sets as well as ten year
service pins were awarded to the following five employees :
DEL DETRICK, Wire Room; BARBARA DAVIS, Hospital
Claims ; BEA STIVENDER, Blue Shield Claims; RACHEL
HOLCOMBE, FEP-Blue Cross; and DEE COVERDALE,
Blue Shield Claims.
Mr. Schroder also awarded five year service pins to the
following five employees: LAURA JONES, Subscribers
Service; ANN GASTON, Underwriting ; WILMA GORHAU,
Records ; TED JOHNSON, Computer; and ART HEBERT,
Printing.
Mr. JIM HUGHES, Manager of the Planning Department,
was unable to be present fo; the awards ceremony to receive
his 20 year service pin and gift from the company since he
and Mrs. Hughes were vacationing in Canada. Upon his
return, he was presented with his pin ( inset with an aqua
marine stone) and a beautiful wall barometer from Mr.
Schroder.
Field employees were also recognized at the ceremony
when Mr. Schroder announced that six employees in branch
offices had already been sent their service pins. Heading
the list in years of service was IRA GOULD, Branch Mana
ger, Coral Gables, with 15 years to his credit. Five year
pins were mailed to ED BROWN, Representative, Coral
Gables; LOUISE MALCZUK, Coral Gables; TOM RUS
SELL, Representative, West Palm Beach; MARY HAN
SELL, Ft. Myers; and BOB DENNIS, Representative, Or
lando.
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F IVE YEAR AWARDS
Left to right : Ann Gaston, Art Hebert, Laura Jones, Ted Johnson and
Wilma Gorhau.

Ed Brown

Louise Molczuk

Tom Russell

�

Mary Hansell

Bob Dennis

Ernest R. Gibson, better known as
"Ernie," officially completed more than
ten years of service with Blue Cross and
Blue Shield on October 24 at a recep
tion given in his honor.
Following working hours on that Fri
day, the company gave a retirement
party for Ernie in the sixth floor Em
ployees Lounge.
Ernie's first day with the company
goes back to· March 16, 1959 when he
came to work under Dave Mancini in
the Public Relations Department. Al
though a member of the PR Department
during his entire service with the com
pany, Ernie assumed responsibility for
many varied assignments, including
contract revisions, coordination of the
Federal Employee Program, initiated
planning of the College Student Pro
gram, and the Senior Citizens Program.
He also conducted meetings for super
visors and managers as well as for
many employees who attended corre
spondence courses which led to the up
grading of work on many levels.
Prior to joining Blue Cross and Blue
Shiel d, Ernie spent 12 years with the
Florida Medical Association. He served
as managing editor of its magazine,
"Journal of the Florida Medical Asso
ciation," and was also the managing
director of FMA.
He spent the years 1944-4 7 in the
United States Navy and was released to
inactive duty as a Lieutenant Com
mander.

- Ernie and his wife, Mary, have two
children, Marsha and Ronald, and five
grandchildren.
A native of Pennsylvania, Ernie did
his graduate work at Ohio State Uni
versity in Columbus. He has spent the
last 22 years, however, in Jacksonville.
An ardent golfer who shoots in the
80's, Ernie has spent many of his "R"
days (2 working days off a week for the
past year) on the golf course. His plans
for the near future will no doubt be de
voted to many days on the Timuquana
Country Club golf course.

He and Mary completed a
Bermuda this summer on t
Ariadne. Future plans will
include a trip to Latin Amei
cially to Mexico, and a visit t
England in particular.
When Blue Cross celebrate
anniversary this year on April
wrote the history of Blue Cr,
Anniversary. The day he r
was in the process of comp
Blue Shield history, the 25tl
sary to be observed in 1971 .

Two Gibsons get together-Ernie, left, and W. T.Gibson, Personnel Director, i n for

Hod A Better I dea

\_I/

hif1 and piece,
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E LE B RAT E S F I RST B I RTH DAY

Suggestion Award Program marked its first birth
October 1.
1g the first 12 months the program was in existence,
0 suggestions were submitted, according to Jim Nix
anager of the program, resulLing in 28 winners.
' awards were for the minimum amount of $10.00
n ideas for safety and general improvements. How
ve employees won larger awards based on actual
)d annual savings to the company. These five awards
1ted lOo/'o of the annual savings to the company of
LO.
-emaining 23 winners were presented checks totaling

� more winners announced since the last PROFILE
blished have won suggestion checks during the first
the program. They are Phyllis Lindsey and Susette
both employees in the Subscribers Service Depart
md Evelyn Drayton, Medicare B. Phyllis received
and the other two won $10.00 each.

l968-69 SUGGESTION AWARD WINNERS
$10.00
�odwin
10.00
:alkins
10.00
ne Edwards
10.00
Pace
10.65
bbins
10.00
Wiley
10.00
wn
10.00
Schwertz
117.00
Heerens
10.00
;hepard*
10.00
Plant
10.00
Spillars
91.00
;raham
, Dyal/George Roberts
43.00
10.00
Lindsey*
10.00
� Byrd
10.00
Valton
10.00
L Johnson
10.00
Wilson
10.00
1ay Schneider
10.00
Uajian
10.00
Leavell
15.00
,hepard
� Garrett
80.00
Royal
10.00
Drayton
10.00
11.00
Lindsey
•::- Double winners

Was your name among the 28 winners announced in

PROFILE from October 1, 1968, to October 1, 1969? If

not, th e opportunity is always present to take advantage of
the award program. Submit your ideas now and put extra
cash in your pocket.
The first suggestion check to be awarded to start off the
program's second year went to Rose Sluder, Medicare B,
who suggested the installation of more metal files for pend
ing claims with a separate work tray for each type of claim
pending. This idea won her $10.00.
Jim Nixdorf has announced a new innovation in the
Suggestion Award Program which differs from the original
way submitted ideas were handled previously. The Methods
Department will be included at the beginning of the sug
gestion evaluation process in order to provide the depart
ment managers with much needed assistance in developing
cost savings estimates for those suggestions involving work
flows, work procedures and forms design. The cost savings
estimates are used to determine the appropriate award for
suggestions.
According to Jim, this new procedure will speed up the
overall processing of a great percentage of suggestions sub
mitted and, in turn, shorten the time an employee must
wait for an answer and/or a check.

TABLE OF EXCUSES
To save time for management and yourselves, please give
your excuses by number :
0. Too busy.
1. That's the way we've always done it.
2. I didn't know you were in a hurry.
3. That's not in my department.
4. No one told me to go ahead.
5. I'm waiting for an okay.
6. How did I know this was different?
7. That's his job, not mine.
8. Wait 'til the boss comes back and ask him.
9. I forgot.
10. I didn't think it was very important.
11. I'm so busy I just can't get around to it.
12. I Lhought I told you.
13. I wasn't hired to do -that !
14. It's on order.
( Reprinted from a recent "Bulletin" distributed by the
Meninak Club of Jacksonville. )

'J

� �

� � �/ 'J _
!,'-

Ask JIM HUGHES, Manager of the Planning Depart
ment about the souvenir golf ball on his desk and he's
quick to tell you that's the one he used on the 154-yard
8th hole at Timuquana Country Club when he shot a hole
in-one. He even had three witnesses to prove it !
JIM STANSELL, Comptroller in the Pensacola branch
office, is co-chairman of the United Fund Campaign in
Pensacola and is busy auditing records following the kick
off drive.
J. D. LEWIS, Vice President of Claims, is the father of
10 lb., 2 oz., James Daniel Lewis, I I I, born October 9. The
Lewis' also have a girl, Missy, 2½ years old.
KERRY ALBERT, Medicare A Supervisor, won first
and second place ribbons for her ceramic entries at the
Greater Jacksonville Fair. Her winning displays included a
fruit arrangement and a pitcher.
HELEN WELLS, secretary to Mr. W. J. Stansell, became
a grandmother for the first time on September 17 when the
oldest of her three daughters gave birth to 7 lb., 3 oz.
Michael Kimball, Jr. Helen's son-in-law was previously
employed with the company as a mail boy on the seventh
floor. Mike and his family are now at Ft. Walton Beach
where he's stationed at Eglin Air Force Base.

WEDDING BEL LS . . .
. . . rang for Mary Bailey and Mel Farmer an October 25 at the
Murray Hill Methodist Church. She is a secretary in the Sales Repre
sentatives office located in the Agency Bu ilding,. Following her wedding,
Mary was snapped with two co- workers, Mike McFarland, left, and Dick
Hadaway.

BC & BS BOWLER W I NS
W. I . B. C. H ONOR

Tommie Curry, Coordinator of Benefits Department, was
honored on October 26 by the Womens International Bowl
ing Congress at its semi-annual meeting at the Robert
Meyer Hotel.
She was presented with a beautiful trophy as the "Most
Improved Bowler" in the city of Jacksonville for the 1968-69
season. The Blue Cross and Blue Shield league is extremely
proud of Tommie as she won out over 6,000 WIBC mem
bers. The company league presented Tommie with an orchid
following her announcement as top improved bowler.
Tommie's award was determined in the following manner :
After 21 games were bowled, her average was established.
The difference between that average and her average at
the end of the season was 28 pins, making her the most
improved woman bowler.

Tommie
Curry
proudly shows off her
trophy shortly after
receiving it at the
W IBC awards ban 
quet.

- Mabel Fleming, President of the women's company league,
has announced the following awards to date for the 1969-70
winter league : Darlene Brazenski received a 225 game pin,
500 series pin and shoulder patch for bowling over 100
pins above her average, with a high game of 238 and high
series of 556. Marjorie Johnston received a 200 game pin
and 500 series pin for a game of 213 and a series of 545.

�'----t

1 969-70 leaders in the company women's league are Darlene Brazenski,
left, and Marjorie Johnston, both Medicare B employees.
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COUNT THE.,NY BLESIINGl lN

OUTSTANDING COVERAGE .
L O W RATES

■ ■

Mr. Lewis S. Cossette, District Manager of the Jackson
ville Social Security Administration office, submitted the
following letter which was published in the August 10, 1969,
Sunday Times-Union. It is highly complimentary of the
Medicare program and is reproduced here for readers' in
terest :
"Sirs :
My mother passed away last July at the age of ninety nine
and a/ter a long and costly illness. We have always been
provident and aware of the 'rainy day'· but as you know,
soaring and inflationary prices of the present make deep
inroads into the savings of the elderly.
Somewhat tardily, due to my own illness and fatigue
after her passing, I am writing to express my wholehearted
endorsement of Medic.are, Parts A and B. From, experience,
I can say without reservation that the h elp which Medicare
gives is almost inestimable. Hospital and nursing home
charges, home health aid, partial payment for ambulance
service, rental of hospital bed and other sick room necessi
ties, and help in th e payment of doctor's fees, make Medi
care an insurance that is outstanding in coverage and low
rates.
Perhaps you might use this recommendation to encourage
some who are doubtful and have failed to enroll.
Sincerely,"

LETTERS ••• WE GET LETTERS • • •
Personnel Department and Public Relations Department
efforts to create a good image for Blue Cross and Blue
Shield by assisting educators, students and business groups
pay off in more ways than one.
The following letters are more than adequate thanks for
any time spent in helping outside groups to become ac
quainted with our methods of business operations and pro
moting good will to the people of Florida.
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MEDI-DIGEST
( New York ) - A new machine enabling the blind to
read anything set in ordinary type eventually may cost no
more than "an expensive TV set," accor<ling to Time. The
portable, battery-operated device reflects an enlarged image
of each letter onto light-sensitive transistors, which cause
a group of pins to vibrate in an outline identical to that
of the printed letter. By lightly finge ring the pins, says
Time, a blind person can "read" the letter.
( Blue Cross Digest, September 1 7, 1969 )
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MOTHER AND DAUGHTER
SAY "THANKS"
Seena Acklen and her daughter, Seena Catherine, wish
to express their thanks to all the Medicare B employees in
the Universal Marion Building "who were so kind and
thoughtful" during the passing of their husband and father,
Joseph E. Acklen.
They also extended special thanks to all the people who
attended the services.
Contributions were received fror11 Medicare B employees
on all floors to assist the Acklens with large medical ex
penses incurred during Mr. Acklen's lengthy illness.
Mrs. Acklen is a claims examiner on the seventh floor,
and her daughter is employed in the telephone WATS area
on the sixth floor.

An Unknown Employee Benefit

o

coR

J/()1/JI l�A1)Clt

IT'S THERE WHEN YOU NEED

,

In the September and October issues of PROFILE, you
read about employee fringe benefits, with particular empha
sis on our vacation and retirement policies.
Another benefit which each of us hopes we will never
need to use, but of which we should be aware, is our dis
ability retirement program.
Like the retirement program, disability benefits are pro
vided at no cost to employees. This is a supplementary
retirement program in the event you become totally and
permanently disabled prior to becoming eligible for regular
retirement benefits. Empl oyees are eligible to participate in
this program after five or more years of continuous em
ployment with Blue Cross and Blue Shield.
Benefit payments begin six months after disability upon
proof that the disability is total and permanent, in an
amount based upon a percentage of your regular monthly
salary.
Presently three Blue Cross and Blue Shield employees
are receiving disability retirement checks : Mrs. Sara Cox,
West Point, Georgia ; Mr. Paul Graefe, St. Pe�ersburg ; and
Mrs. Geneva Rogers, Jacksonville.
After a five year absence, Mrs. Cox returned to Jackson
ville the first week of October and paid a visit to her
many friends at headquarters. She has been living in West
Point for the past eight years where she resides with two
sisters and a brother-in-law.
Mrs. Cox retired with a dis
ability from the Army in 1945
as an R.N., and nine years later
came to work for Blue Cross
and Blue Shield. In 1961 it
became necessary for her to
take disability retirement at the
age of 46. Her first task was
to learn coding, for a year she
was a final approval clerk in
Blue Shield, and for the next
five years she was a supervisor
of that section. The balance of
the time she reviewed Blue
Mrs. Sa ra Cox and H . A. Shield claims that had no set
Sch roder ta ken during her recent fee and prepared others for re
visit to headquarters.
view by the Claims Committee.
·she enj oys cooking and does a great deal of monogram
ming at her home in Georgia.
Commenting on her visit to the office on October 6, she
told Mr. H. A. Schroder, "I s:ill consider this my home
away from home." A recent letter from her states she
"looks forward to receiving PROFILE with its news of
progress and activities of old and new friends."

•

Paul Graefe retired with disability coverage in May,
1967, when he was hospitalized with multiple sclerosis. He
was employed in August, 1959, as an enrollment represen�
ative in St. Petersburg where he and his family presently
live.
Paul's recent letter states : "My family and I thank the

Mr. Paul Graefe with daughters Ruth, left, and Cathy,
Ruth's graduation from high school this post June..

good Lord for the thoughtfulness of Florida Blue
Blue Shield in providing the disability retirement J
as an employee benefit. I know that my family wot
had to do without a lot if we had to depend or
Security alone.
"It is regrettable that a person does not realize tl
of employee benefits such as this until he's unf,
enough to need it. Mere words cannot express m�
fulness that I became a part of such a fine orga
and my sincere appreciation of all that they ha
for me."

•

Mrs. Geneva Rogers is the third employee on d
retirement. Hired as a temporary employee in Jun
while at!ending Jones Business College, she becamt:
nent six months later in the Subscribers Service
ment. Three years later she was transferred to Di1
and shortly thereafter was promoted to Section
Mrs. Rogers handled teletype and Western Union rr
"which I considered my most interesting j ob," sh
She was hospitalized several times during the ea
of 1967 with a leg ailment. She spent two month
Oschner Foundation Hospital in New Orleans and w
able to return to work after September 14, 1967.
Mrs. Rogers writes
has all her service pirn
ing her ten year pin
graved desk pen set. H�
is reading and taking
her tropical fish aquari
two dogs, a registered
Shepard and an adora
huahua named Gemin
much company for h
acquired "Gem" j ust
that historic flight, t
name .
Mrs. Rogers writes :
Mrs . Ge neva Rogers pictured deeply appreciated the
at her home this summer.
ity check every month
express my gratitude to such a wonderful comp.
extend my best wishes to all my friends."

1
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EMPLOYEES SHARE
CHRISTMAS EARLY

ed monthly for the employees,

�.�;

Enough gifts were donated by Jacksonville employees to
fill 38 individual boxes for servicemen in Vietnam. Thelma
Johnson, fifth floor headquarters employee, was instrumen
tal in bringing enough gifts herself and from neighbors to
go with those of her co-workers to fill 14 boxes on that
floor alone. She squeezed as many as 50 items in one box !

eir families, and friends of

f HE, __

�

E CROSS DI FLORIDA, INC.
E SHIELD DI FLORIDA, INC.

Thelma Joh nson

532 Riverside Avenue
Jacksonville, Florida 3220 1
!IL

E D ITOR
ley .............................. Public Relations
REPORTERS
............................ George McKinnon
1oor ............................ Gayle Ogletree,
Dave Hazlehurst

In addition to Janice Brinck
erhoff ( B uilding Services l pic
tured on the front cover, two
other employees who arrived at
work on October 1 0 "bearing
gifts" for servicemen in Viet
nam were May Street recep
tionist Dot Brooks, left, and
Public R e I a t i o n s secretary
Sharon Ivey.

or .................................... Linda Parker
oor ................................ Tommie Curry
1r ........................................ Ann Goble
=ioor .................................... Elaine Sills
oor ................................ Eugene White
,or .................................... Anne Pringle
tor .................................... Mae Hodges
Morion Bldg . ........ Henry Zittrower,
Martha Z ipperer,
Pat McColl
Sandi Hill

Member

Northeast Florido I ndustrial
Editors Association
Southern Council of I ndustrial
Editors
;iistered service ma rk of the American
spita I ization Association
;i i stered service mark of the Nationa l
sociation of Blue Shield Plans

As g ifts poured in, Em ployees Club officers Ron Fisher, left, J udy
Cox and Jim Guthrie began pocking chewing g um, books, popcorn,
playing cords, soa p, toothpaste, etc. Club Vice President Henry Hol
comb along with J udy Hayward, Sharon Cruce, Jeanne, Sikes and J oh nny
Wells packed the majority of boxes on the last day, Halloween . Henry
then delivered the, g ift packages to the Military Order of the P urple
Heart for sh i pment to hospitalized servicemen in Vietnam for "a Christ
mas away from home."

�

END O F AN E R A
By 1975, the · health care industry is expected to be
the nation's largest in terms of expenditures and
employees, according to government projections. At
that time, there will be 5.3 million men and women
working in the health field, and the national health
bill will probably reach a high of $94 billion. Today
health care ranks third in workers after agriculture
and construction.
The era of apology is over in hospital personnel
offices.
They have to. compete in the open market for em
ployees at going rates, and reflect those going pay
rates in charges to patients. Hence, the rapid rise in
hospital charges.
"Help Wanted" sections in any metropolitan news
paper shows dozens of positions open, despite the fact
that nearly every advertisement carries a line like
"excellent salary and benefits."
The problem is not just money. Hospitals have
found that they must pay the minimum wage and
must continually adjust salaries upward-especially
for professional workers like nurses, technicians, etc.
If only to keep the employees they already have.
The problem is more acutely how to get employees.
Never has the job market been tighter. Never have
certain skills been in such short supply.
Take nurses. The almost-overnight emergence of
the skilled nursing home called an "extended care
facility" put a premium on nursing skills. Medicare
pushed the ECF to round-the-clock registered nurses.
Likewise, Medicare had another significant impact

on nursing : It made home health care a coast-to-coast
"health insurance" benefit for the first time in history,
and that breakthrough has brought a series of home
care benefits under private health insurance. The
trend seems well established both in home care and
in extended care because the auto workers were the
first to have ECF benefits on an industrywide basis
starting September, 1966, four months before even
Medicare covered such service. The demand for
nurses will follow that trend line, and nurses' pay
will follow that demandline.
But hospitals' help-wanted advertising covers the
full spectrum : from typists to private secretaries,
from aides to RN's, from laundry workers to heating
engineers, from admitting clerks to X-ray technicians.
In practically none of these job classifications does
the hospital, nor even the health industry totally, have
the market to itself. An X-ray technician can as easi ly
be employed in industrial work as in health ; a laundry
worker can as readily press linen shirts at a down
town dry-cleaning establishment as linens for the hos
pita l ; a nurse's talents can be plied in a school, a shop
or a hospital, d epending on how well the opportunity
is promoted.
Hospitals have obviously made up their minds to
fight it out for good employees. The ones they have,
they intend to keep by rewarding them with pay and
fringes ; the ones they need yet, they seem determined
to attract through hard-hitting advertisements.
The era of apology is over.

D I STRI CTS V & VI HO N O R SC H RO D E R
Mr. H. A. Schroder was honored by Blue Cross Districts
V and VI at their annual district meeting September 18-20
at the Key Biscayne Hotel. Due to his retirement next
spring, this was the last district meeting he would be at
tending.
He was presented with a sterling silver wine cooler en
graved with signatures of Executive Plan Directors from
Washington, D. C., Maryland, the Virginias, the Carolinas,
Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, Kentucky, Ten
nessee and Puerto Rico.
The inscription on the cooler read as follows : "Presented
to Hilary A. Schroder • September 18, 1969 . by Districts
V & VI - In appreciation for your pioneering leadership in
prepaid health care."
Mr. Schroder also re�eived a laminated plaque from his
long-time friend Dr. Frank S. Groner, Past President
American Hospital Association, and American College of
Hospital Administrators. A portion of the message on the
plaque read : " . . . for his dedicated services in behalf of
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield movement in our country
and particularly in the State of Florida."
Also honored at the meeting were other retiring heads
of Plans : Arturo LaCruz · ( Puerto Rico ) , T. B. Bennett
( Louisiana ) , and D. Layne Tynes ( Kentucky ) .
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The plaque has a special place in the Schroders' home wit·h other momentos close
to his heart. A photograph of thei r son, Donald, is shown alongside the plaque and,
like his father, Donald is actively engaged in the health field in Florida. He is the
Administrator of Mease Hospital and Clinic, Dunedin, and Past President of the
Florida Hospital Associat'ion.
The wine cooler is an attractive addition to their home, prominently displayed in
their living room.
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